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INTRODUCTION
2020/21 was a year like no other. A big part of it was developing, out of necessity, new ways of delivering
services and activities because of the unique circumstances of lockdown. While this could have been
restrictive, staff were emboldened to try new things and use creative methods to deliver services. As
you’ll read in the following report, we realigned our staffing and financial resources, reacting to the
circumstances dictated by the global pandemic, whilst keeping to our core purpose of achieving the aims
set out in our library ambitions and the Council outcomes.
Activities highlighted in the report include making almost 10000 telephone welfare calls to our elderly
and vulnerable service users, continuing to work with creative partners by transferring much of our offer
online under the “Library Adventures Live” banner, and expanding our e-book and e-audio book offer,
including creating “how to” videos to show our users how to access these when physical books were
unavailable.
The libraries have been missed by our external partners, Council colleagues, and the public, and we are
keen to embrace the new normal, and to show how we perfectly complement the place based working
and “with, not to” principles within Kirklees. Through the skills staff have acquired over this year, we now
have new opportunities in the future to offer blended services, amalgamating the virtual with the real
world, exploring new possibilities, pushing back boundaries, and exploring opportunities we never
previously imagined possible.
I am more proud of my staff for the work they have done in the past year than at any previous point in
my career. I believe that – despite the temporary loss of our buildings – we have been able to raise our
profile through the work we have been able to do, clearly demonstrating our ability to deliver on the
Council’s wider outcomes and ambitions. In fact one of our Customer Service Managers, Jon Davis, was
awarded the BEM in the New Year Honours List for services to public libraries during Covid-19, well
deserved national recognition for both an individual and a team effort over this period of time.
Our priorities over the next twelve months will be focused around recovering our physical services while
building on the positive learning gleaned from the new ways of working. Through this we will build a
forward thinking, innovative public library service of which we and the people of Kirklees can continue to
be proud.

Carol Stump
Chief Librarian, Kirklees Council

This report is divided into eight sections; as part of Kirklees Council we are committed to linking all our work
directly to the Council outcomes, which are:

Best Start - Children have the best
start in life
We support improved literacy and
reading for pleasure. We provide a
range of high quality cultural activities
and equality of access to digital
literacy opportunities.

Well - People in Kirklees are as
well as possible for as long as
possible
We assist health partners to reach
local communities, promote literature
to improve wellbeing and provide
books and information to promote
self care and tackle health
inequalities.

Sustainable Economy - Kirklees has
sustainable economic growth and
provides good employment for and
with communities and businesses
We give free access to resources
including computers and Wi-Fi. We
support local businesses and creative
practitioners and promote local visitor
attractions.

Safe and Cohesive - People in
Kirklees live in cohesive
communities, feel safe and are
protected from harm
We provide a welcome to all in safe,
neutral spaces, providing collections
which reflect our communities, and
provide access to trusted sources of
information.

Independent - People in Kirklees
live independently and have
control over their lives
We provide a range of resources,
develop partnerships and reach out to
those who cannot easily access the
service.

Aspire and Achieve - People in
Kirklees have aspiration to
achieve their ambitions through
education, training, employment
and lifelong learning
We signpost to opportunities and
provide safe spaces to learn and
share skills. We offer apprenticeship,
work placement and volunteering
opportunities to become work ready.

Clean and Green - People in
Kirklees experience a high quality,
clean, sustainable and green
environment
We contribute to the Council's climate
emergency response. We provide
materials in a range of electronic
formats and run activities reflective of
the clean and green agenda.

Efficient and Effective - Kirklees
Council works smart and delivers
effectively and efficiently
We strive continuously to improve,
looking for ways to deliver more
effectively and efficiently in line with
the Council outcomes.

Kirklees Libraries
@kirkleeslibrary
@kirkleeslibraries

BEST START
Giving children the best start in life

LIBRARY ADVENTURES LIVE!
We created Library Adventures Live! to allow us to continue to engage with children, families, educational
and early years settings about books and the joy of reading. Primarily aimed at children aged 4 – 11,
these free broadcasts encourage reading for pleasure and stimulate creativity.
Library Adventures Live! is our flagship programme which has been broadcast live every week since 14th
July 2020. Each week we feature a special guest; these have included children’s authors, illustrators,
poets, a manga artist, hip hop and rap performers, a dancer, and a pantomime dame. We have been able
to introduce an extraordinary line-up of well-established and debut authors. We launched with poet
Joseph Coelho and guests have included Nick Sharratt, Tom Palmer, Rappaman, Nadine Kaadan, Hannah
Lee, and Onjali Q. Rauf.
Children’s engagement remained central to our purpose, so we kept the live format as it allows for Q&As
and challenges to be incorporated. Each session also includes a creative activity designed to include as
wide a spectrum of ages and abilities as possible. The programme has proudly celebrated diversity, and
our guests have hailed from West Yorkshire and across the globe.
Broadcasts are archived and remain available as a wonderful resource for families and educational
settings. Boasting a programme comprising over 50 sessions we have covered a wide range of topics
which can be used to support learning and new projects, for example the broadcasts themed around the
environment were showcased at the recent Youth Climate Festival.
Library Adventures Live! is a unique, professionally organised programme which has raised the
reputation of Kirklees within the national children’s publishing industry, and as a result brought an
exciting line-up of authors and illustrators to our community.

BEST START
Being All I Can Be
Kirklees Libraries worked with a Barnardo’s group of Young Adult Carers. Barnardo’s wanted to
share the experiences of their Young Adult Carers and provide an insight into their lives.
The young people attended sessions for six months, over which time they worked with a
professional rap artist/performance poet, a DJ/music producer and an illustrator. Each session built
on from the next, from the initial rap writing sessions, to working with a producer to choose the best
backing track and being guided through the performance and recording stages. An illustration
workshop completed the main part of the project and provided visuals for the music video of their
collaborative group track (Walk A Day In My Shoes).
The group bonded well during the sessions and their comments reflected how much they valued the
monthly sessions. The project gave them a chance to explore their creativity, helped them to express
themselves in a new way and gave them the opportunity to take time out from their stressful lives
and the pressures of juggling caring responsibilities with college and university.
“…so relaxing, from so much online [college] sessions, so fun.”
[The best part?] “All of it!”
“I should do this more often, it’s so therapeutic.”

Eddie’s Story (aged 5)
“I like reading books on Libby because the
stories are good, I do it on my iPad and
always see new books to read. The story I
loved the most was Click Clack Moo
because it was funny when the ducks used
the diving board at the end. I like reading
Libby on my own or with mummy, Adam
and Eliza because it's very quiet.It is like a
library book on my iPad, I don't know how
it sends them through! It has been good
during lockdown because I can't get books
from the library or from school, Libby has
helped me to keep reading.”

Free School Meals
A group of staff volunteered to
assist the Local Welfare Provision
team in contacting families whose
children received free school meals
that were isolating due to positive
tests within the household or
school “bubbles”. 771 callbacks
were made resulting in 555
vouchers being sent out to
struggling families in Kirklees.

BEST START
Letterbox Club

Batley Library Online
LEGO Club

The Letterbox Club is a programme run by

Batley Library Lego Club was a very popular
and valued activity, providing many benefits to
the children and adults who attended. This
was one of the reasons Steve wanted to
continue the club virtually once the COVID
pandemic forced the libraries to close. It was
more important than ever for children and
families to be able to access activities like this.
Steve would post the theme on the Lego
Facebook group at the regular time each
Saturday and would encourage families to
share photos of their builds. This has been
successful with new people joining in including grown-ups who love Lego!

BookTrust which aims to inspire a love of
reading and engagement with numeracy in
children who are looked-after, previously
looked-after, vulnerable or on the edge of
care. Each child is sent a parcel of books and
activities once every month for six months.
Kirklees Virtual School approached us to help
in engaging the carers and children with the
packs, focusing on the early literacy of the
younger children. We created videos of
librarians opening the packs, exploring the
contents, and reading the books. The readings
were engaging, educational and modelled
reading to children for the carers. Each month
Kirklees Virtual School sent the link to around
50 families to coincide with the arrival of the
pack.

The Batley Library Lego Club group has grown
to 80 members and Steve posted themes for
41 weeks. Group members have been
engaging with the themes and posting photos
of their amazing Lego builds.

Kirklees Virtual School received positive
feedback about impact; in particular linking
one child’s improvement in counting to
interacting with one of the videos.

Throughout the lockdowns and especially with
stresses of home schooling, it has been
important to provide a creative outlet for
children and the virtual Lego Club has
achieved this.

SUSTAINABLE ECONOMY
People have access to an appealing cultural offer and a strong economy.

Although we were deprived of our locations by the pandemic, we still made an impressive contribution
towards supporting residents through economically challenging times.
One of our first actions in lockdown was to make online registration for library membership more
streamlined; as soon as people joined online, they were able to download e-books and e-audiobooks
through our Overdrive platform. To support this access to books we invested in our virtual library and
promoted it to our customers and partners to ensure we reached as wide an audience as possible.
Library membership also provides immediate access to our digital newspaper and magazine offer via
Pressreader.
We created collections, curated by our staff, as a way of promoting and displaying our digital books.
New books were prominent, and we were able to create collections to link to prominent themes or
topics, such as our Sanctuary collection and titles to support mental health and wellbeing.
The results are staggering: by using our Overdrive collection to read and listen to books our users have
saved themselves over £108 each since the first national lockdown in March 2020. In comparison with
figures from 2019-20 the number of people using Overdrive has increased by 94%, with the number of
copies borrowed increasing by 254%. Similarly, magazine and newspaper readers were able to save
over £185 each by using Pressreader while usage saw a 90% increase in users and a 326% increase in
issues opened. Over the whole year, Kirklees Libraries saved Kirklees residents a figure in excess of
£2million. These figures have been reached by looking at the numbers of readers and issues for each
title, along with the average price to buy of the most popular e-audio and e-book titles, magazines and
newspapers, and represent average savings per person.

Commissioning
Throughout the pandemic we have
been aware of the effects on our
local creative and cultural
industries, so we have honoured
any bookings that were made prior
to lockdown, adapting our delivery
(for example, taking sessions online
rather than face-to-face) so that we
have been able to continue
supporting local businesses and
creative partners.

SUSTAINABLE ECONOMY

In preparation for lockdown, like every other cultural organisation, we had to take apart months of
programming for the coming year. However, we were determined to continue to support and work with
these artists, performers, practitioners and festivals. Instead of cancelling the projects and removing
essential funding from these groups and individuals, we looked for new ways to deliver cultural
opportunities to the communities of Kirklees.
The Cosmia Festival is the UK's first multi-arts festival dedicated to science fiction, fantasy and
speculative fiction and is based in Kirklees. We had planned to work with them in 2020 following a
successful partnership in 2019 so we pivoted our offer and moved our plans online. We invited a young
person to join the steering group; she was responsible for shaping the line-up of guests and led on the
live interviews for some of the broadcasts. Our newly started apprentices also helped to lead on this
project, giving all these young people a chance to develop a wide range of new skills and experiences.
The festival was also supported by a local bookshop, which was promoted at each of the sessions.

WELL
People in Kirklees are as well as possible, for as long as possible
Kirklees Libraries are supporting communities to feel more connected and less lonely. During lockdown
staff were proactive in connecting with residents, providing help, support and promoting wellbeing.
When we went into lockdown, after an inspired suggestion by a member of our frontline staff, library
staff made welfare calls to all library customers over 70. We checked how they were and if they needed
any help or advice, and we promoted our Home Service Library so they could continue to borrow books
while libraries were closed. Follow-up calls were offered and these had a significant and positive impact
on customers’ wellbeing, with feedback showing they felt less isolated and valued regular library staff
contact. Kirklees Library Service was the first authority in England to take these steps and other library
authorities have since followed suit. In total, library staff made 9991 initial calls; 43 library users were
referred to another agency in order to access support and 302 requested call-backs.

Claire: I took a phone call from an elderly and
vulnerable customer whose boiler had
broken. This customer had phoned British
Gas for help but was hard of hearing and
couldn’t understand anything British Gas had
said to her. She didn’t know if she had
booked an appointment or not or how much
it was going to cost her. She was very upset
and didn’t know where to turn so she phoned
her nearest library. I got in touch with British
Gas on her behalf and I was able to reassure
the customer that someone would be out to
her property and that her policy would cover
any repair costs.

I spoke to a lady who was grateful
for a chat; she was feeling lonely
because her husband is in a care
home. She was worried about not
seeing her husband in case he
forgot her so I suggested a video
call so she could see him on screen.
She said she might get her
granddaughter to try this and in a
follow-up call told me that it had
been successful. I also received a
thank you message from her
granddaughter.

Library staff were part of a Triage Team managing calls to the council from residents who needed
advice, help and support during lockdown. The requests were logged, sorted, given an appropriate
level of priority and then passed to the Community Response Team who arranged call backs. The
requests for help covered a wide range of needs; people requested medication and prescriptions,
some felt anxious and others needed information and advice. The Triage Team ensured a timely and
effective response meeting the needs of all the calls received.
Library staff played an important role within a wider council partnership with Public Health England
providing calls to those on Covid shielding lists. The list comprised names and contact details of the
most vulnerable Kirklees residents. Calls established whether additional support was needed, and if
this was needed it was arranged. These calls were greatly appreciated by residents who felt
reassured by the telephone contact.

WELL
Tickets for the Afterlife
This Carnegie UK and the Wellcome Trust
funded project and is a partnership between
Kirklees, Redbridge and Newcastle libraries
and academic researchers from Northumbria
University. The project explores the role
public libraries play in supporting sensitive
and practical conversations about death, dying
and bereavement.
After lockdown activity moved online and has
included successful online author events, as
well as death cafes, discussion sessions and
book chats.

Bibliotherapy - Reading for
Good Mental Health and
Wellbeing
We are proud of our pioneering bibliotherapy work
and have adapted our work in a variety of ways
throughout the pandemic, ensuring that we continue
to offer Kirklees residents opportunities to improve
their health and wellbeing with reading and
engagement with books.
This work has included two very popular training
webinars (in partnership with the Words for
Wellbeing charity) introducing the wellbeing benefits
of reading to a wide range of key support staff
including care home staff, occupational therapists,
activity co-ordinators and community workers.
We have continued to offer online book-based
activities to targeted groups who had been attending
sessions in our libraries before lockdown. We have
been able to build links, stay in touch and promote
books and reading to organisations such as care
homes, community groups, Kirkwood Hospice and St.
Anne’s Community Service.

Emma Decent
As part of our Writer in Residence
programme, we commissioned local author
Emma Decent to deliver an online session
with us, talking about what had inspired
her to write her one woman show, “I Don’t
Know What I’m Supposed to be Doing”.
Emma discussed how the creative process
of writing helped her understand her
mother’s dementia, and library staff
promoted the books, resources and
information which are available to support
anyone affected by dementia.

Telephone Theatre
We worked with Stute Theatre providing
an immersive audio play performed live
over the telephone. This gave anyone
who was missing live entertainment the
opportunity to experience theatre from
their home. By delivering the session on
the telephone technological barriers of
were removed. The sessions were
accessed by individuals and also by
groups in care settings who listened to
the performance on a speaker-phone as
a shared theatre experience.

SAFE AND COHESIVE COMMUNITIES
Libraries of Sanctuary
Libraries of Sanctuary is one stream within the City of Sanctuary UK movement which aims to build a
culture of welcome and place of safety for people seeking sanctuary from conflict, persecution and
environmental issues. To support this movement, Kirklees Libraries work to be safe, neutral, spaces
that are accessible to all, with staff and volunteers trained to understand the issues faced by sanctuary
seekers and able to provide them with a warm, friendly welcome, signposting and support.
During lockdown, the Libraries of Sanctuary team worked alongside the Community Cohesion team and
other partners to produce activity packs for socially isolated migrant families with low incomes. These
packs included information and activity materials and were sent out weekly to families and individuals
who faced language and digital barriers. Overall, these packs provided learning and reduced social
isolation for over 300 families and 150 single individuals
Our work with the ‘This Way for English’ initiative also saw our usual library-based conversation cafes
transformed into virtual sessions, continuing to enable users with English as a second language the
chance to practise their speaking and listening skills in an informal setting as well as reducing loneliness
and isolation. Kirklees Libraries’ successful bid for ‘Reading Friends’ funding from the Reading Agency
has also enabled us to continue to connect people who are vulnerable, isolated and at risk of loneliness
through a love of books and reading. The Reading Friends funding also allowed us to purchase and loan
basic IT equipment, offering another means of engagement and connection for isolated individuals.
The Libraries of Sanctuary team also created a permanent collection of e-books and e-audio to
celebrate the contribution of refugees, whilst also advocating an understanding of why people seek
sanctuary and the difficulties they can face in doing so. This online collection was promoted across our
communities during Refugee Week and will be further enhanced by a physical collection of books in all
libraries now that buildings are open again.
Kirklees Libraries continue to learn about offering sanctuary, embed this learning in our organisation
through ongoing training and share learning and opportunities with the wider community and, as such,
hope to achieve recognition of our neutral, welcoming status with a Library of Sanctuary Award in the
very near future.

SAFE AND COHESIVE COMMUNITIES
Throughout lockdown we have continued our commitment to creating a diverse programme of activities,
events, and projects. Our regular programming celebrates a wide range of voices and life experiences, as
can be seen from the line-up of guests and themes covered in our archive of events.
We also utilised our experience of live broadcasts to mark significant moments during the year, these
were supported by additional books being bought and highlighted in our e-book collection. We always
look to work in close partnership with local organisations and groups and continued that priority during
lockdown. Our Black History Month programming included inviting Testament to Library Adventures Live
where he explored the origins of RAP… They’re Closer than You Think!; poetry reading with Donavan
Christopher from The Distracted Journey: Poems from a Slave; and Huddersfield’s Caribbean Heritage: A
Virtual Walk.
As part of LGBT History month we were inspired by artist Paul Harfleet who introduced local children to
his beautiful book Pansy Boy.
To mark International Women’s Day we held an event in conjunction with Read Regional with local
author Clara Barley to talk about her novel ‘The Moss House’ which centres on the relationship between
Anne Lister and Ann Walker. We also held a session with Sound Artist Eleanor Cully, with a mix of
Eleanor's music, workshop, and Q&A. This Living Knowledge Network event was part of our Unfinished
business: The Fight for Women’s Rights programme run in conjunction with the British Library.
Our activity centred around Holocaust Memorial Day included the creation of a podcast. A staff
supported Bookchat group were recorded reading either a poem they had written or one they had
chosen from a selection. This was then set to music and broadcast for Holocaust Memorial Day.

Online Safety and
Combating
Misinformation
We have continued to
share updates with our
communities about
keeping safe online and
being aware of
misinformation. We have
focused in particular on
providing information for
parents and carers about
keeping children and
young people safe online.

Reading Friends
Kirklees Libraries successfully bid for
funding from the Reading Agency to
connect people who are vulnerable,
isolated and at risk of loneliness. The team
was successful in procuring IT equipment
which will be loaned out to isolated
individuals as a means for them to
participate in support sessions and
engage in peer to peer learning in a social
setting while improving their English skills.

INDEPENDENT
We want people in Kirklees to live confidently, independently and with dignity

Kirklees Transcription Service
The Transcription Service's staff adapted their usual working practices to enable them to deliver
essential services to support our visually impaired community from home, helping them to be safe, be
informed, remain independent and keep connected.
The KR Talking News was turned into a fortnightly podcast, with staff and volunteers producing,
recording and editing this essential newspaper at home. This enabled blind or visually impaired
residents to keep connected and informed with local news, features from around Kirklees and
important information about services available during the pandemic.
Sharing the podcasts via social media means we are reaching far more people than at any time
previously; they have been accessed 22410 times over the last 12 months by listeners as far afield as
the US, India and Australia.
"The KR Talking News is a lifeline to my father, and it's great that it can continue through the podcast."
The team were still able to transcribe print documents into different formats, including Braille
transcriptions of song lyrics for a customer who wanted to join an online choir and audio recording for
COVID-19 announcements for local radio.
"Your [Braille] skills mean that our parishioner can be included in the ongoing life of the church, and that's
very important to them and to us."

Carol: I lead a small Book Group for the visually impaired who
would normally meet monthly at Huddersfield Library. From the
first lockdown period I decided it was important to remain in
contact with all the members and have called them on a regular
basis over the last year. Many live alone and the Book Group
meetings were a social occasion for them so I felt that them being
stuck indoors during lockdown made it all the more important to
keep them updated, check on their wellbeing and promote the
benefits of reading/audio books. I have had lots of lovely chats over
the year covering all sorts from book discussions and
recommendations to new hobbies and holiday memories! I was
also able to give regular updates on library services which kept
changing and other group members so they hopefully still had that
feeling of belonging. I am sure my calls have made a difference to
this small group and one or two have even told me so and
contacted me at times for extra information.

INDEPENDENT
Home Library Service
Throughout the pandemic the Royal Voluntary Service continued to provide a lifeline for around 600 of
our most vulnerable library customers through the Home Library Service. During the first lockdown we
switched to our contingency plan. We made 1500 welfare calls to our customers, offered support with
essential shopping and prescription needs and signposted to other community services. We resumed
Covid-safe library deliveries in June 2020 and have continued to support existing and new customers
alike with not just book deliveries but shopping and prescriptions too. This work continued throughout
the second and third lockdowns.
We have been able to collaborate with local partners to widen our positive impact. 75 of our most
vulnerable Home Library Service customers received a parcel containing food, essentials and
entertainment items allocated by the West Yorkshire Royal Voluntary Service team, and we were able to
ensure that all our customers received a guidance booklet as part of the "Stay Safe Warm and Well
Winter" campaign. Creative Scene gave us 20 craft parcels which we were able to distribute to
customers during the summer of 2020, and Santa's Seniors once again proved a great success and was
well received by the 200 customers for whom we were allocated a parcel.
Earlier this year we partnered with Healthwatch Kirklees in an anonymous survey about medication and
prescription services during the Covid crisis, allowing our customers to contribute their views and
experiences. Through this partnership we were also able to distribute information and contact details
for community-based health services and telephone befriending services.

Insight Group
During the first lockdown the Insight Ladies Group
sessions moved onto Skype. We have been meeting
with them every two weeks since and providing
book-based activities. The lockdown has been
particularly hard on those with mental health issues
and this has been evident with some of our
meetings, however they have told us how much
they look forward to coming and how it can be
really uplifting during difficult times to be within a
supportive and safe environment.. The support
worker who facilitates the sessions said:
"This has been very successful, and the ladies who
attend look forward to each session, and it has kept
people in touch with each other throughout these
difficult times, which has been good for the mental
health of our clients."

Heckmondwike Ladies Talk English
group
We had to adapt our regular sessions to
take place digitally with our Heckmondwike
group. The students faced the challenge of
adapting to this approach due to relative
unfamiliarity with technology, or lack of
facilities. Weekly worksheets were sent via
WhatsApp to the students to complete and
return.
"Thank you for sending the weekly activities
and links, it has kept us busy."
"Thank you for these activities. I have been
doing some of these with my mum and she
has been really enjoying it."

CLEAN AND GREEN
Our built and natural environments contribute to people's quality of life and make
the district a more attractive place in which to live. We want to connect people
and places.

Local Heritage Walks
Lockdown meant that we were no longer able to offer our regular programme of local history talks so
staff have produced a series of virtual walks, initially in conjunction with Discover Huddersfield, which
encouraged Kirklees residents to explore their localities and investigate local history. An additional aim
for the walks was to encourage healthy activity within the parameters of social distancing regulations
with viewers undertaking the walk themselves after watching the video.
The first four events covered the Birkby trail, the Caribbean Heritage trail, the ‘Made in Huddersfield’
textile trail and Surprising Lockwood. The trails have also found an audience with people physically
unable to take part in a guided walk as well as those outside the area. The aerial 3D views provided by
Google Earth gave the added bonus of being able to see otherwise hidden aspects of local history that
would not be seen on a physical walk as well as access to relevant historical resources. The Community
Cohesion team has also included the videos when gathering information to share with families new to
the area.
Further walks were subsequently produced, including one on the Dewsbury Beeline trail and another on
the Birstall Co-op trail. More are currently in production, and it is intended that this will continue even
after libraries re-open, as the audience figures have proven to be much larger than for a traditional inhouse local history event. All of the videos are available for on-demand viewing via YouTube.
"We enjoyed the virtual walks that have been put online and have since actually done a couple of them as part
of our allowed exercise and found them really interesting."
"We really enjoyed the YouTube walk around Lockwood, with Ian Stephenson's entertaining and well-paced
commentary... We went out to do the walk after watching. More like this would be gratefully received!"

ASPIRE AND ACHIEVE
Kirklees Libraries fully embraces the need for a skilled and well-developed workforce. We are committed
to providing relevant education and training to help staff reach maximum effectiveness and their own
goals in turn. What follows are the accounts of Ambreen and Hannah, our Library Apprentices, as they
describe their journey through the last year; one which has proven extraordinary in many ways…

Ambreen

Hannah

One of the first projects I took part in was the

The ‘Our Apprenticeship Journey’ campaign
has been a great success and has opened up
new opportunities such as writing articles for
the CILIP magazines. It’s brilliant to share the
work that we do with other people working in
the library service. The more we ease out of
lockdown the more we will be able to offer
more opportunities for younger people to get
involved with our library service; I’m looking
forward to seeing my ideas transpiring!

Cosmia Festival. Unfortunately, the way the
event was envisioned for 2020 was drastically
altered. But the Cosmia team pulled together a
virtual event spanning 10 days (23rd October
to the 1st of November.
Another project I was involved in early on in
my apprenticeship was Black History Month.
As a visible brown woman it is a privilege to be
able to work with an institution that not only
raises awareness for but actively works to
involve marginalised individuals that are
directly affected by social issues. We were
honoured to speak on important social issues
on our Black History Month discussion session.
And finally, two major achievements for myself
were writing two articles (so far!) for the CILIP
magazine and becoming a YEN Project Officer.
Writing the articles about my experiences as
an apprentice was initially challenging as I felt
intimidated by such a big task, but due to the
fact I’m enjoying my apprenticeship (and love
writing) it turned out to be a lot easier than I
initially thought.
Becoming a YEN (Young Employee Network)

What I love most about this apprenticeship is
the ability to be involved in so many different
projects; gaining lots of different skills and
experience. The creative opportunities have
been great, I really enjoyed designing and
putting together the ‘Our Apprenticeship
Journey’ webpage and creating vlogs to share
what I’ve been up to. I’ve enjoyed creating my
own book review videos and creating videos
about yoga for Self-Care week. I’ve done lots of
social media posts to promote the work we did
for Blue Monday, the different podcasts, the
Birkby Fartown library card competition and
the Local Studies department. I’ve also learnt a
lot about how we manage our stock and had
the opportunity to select books for our
curated collections.

Project Officer was incredibly exciting. Being in
this role has enabled me to bring the passion
and drive I have as an apprentice for world
issues and dedicate some of my time to solely
trying to make the world a better place to live
in.

As well as taking parts in lots of different
projects I also completed an Arts Award
adviser training course. I’m really looking
forward to putting my training into practice
helping young people to achieve their Arts
Award.

ASPIRE AND ACHIEVE
New Ways of Working
The advent of lockdown brought almost all our traditional outreach work to an abrupt halt in March
2020. It was quickly obvious that we had to find news ways to reach our service users, a challenge our
staff rose to admirably. We began using Streamyard – a web broadcasting service – to stream live video
content to Facebook, YouTube and Twitter almost immediately, initially learning as we went. The
broadcasts rapidly became popular, with viewers interacting through the comments facility on each
platform. Each broadcast is saved and can be viewed later via our YouTube channel, which now boasts a
wealth of wonderful content! Additionally, staff began producing podcasts, which also became a valuable
part of the ‘new outreach’.
This way of working represents a huge departure from the norm; librarians and front line staff have had
to acquire a whole new skill set – mastering broadcast technologies, editing audio and video, presenting
and interviewing skills, production techniques as well as troubleshooting the inevitable problems that
occur in a live broadcasting environment.

Eric, one of our frontline
staff, has been an
invaluable member of the
Library Adventures Live!
team. You can hear his
experience of working as
part of the team in this
short video.

CONTINUING TO SUPPORT OUR
COMMUNITIES DURING LOCKDOWN
Our teams have had to take on new roles to help support the Council’s COVID-19 response as well as within
the library service itself. Staff have continued to rise to these challenges and gained new skills and
experiences. The way in which Kirklees Libraries continued to offer different opportunities for the local
community was also recognised nationally and we have been asked to share this learning at many different
levels. Some of our staff share their experiences below:

Our Frontline staff wanted support with
mentoring volunteers. We worked with the council
training team and, with support, our staff created
a specification to enable suitable local companies
to bid for the contract. Proper Job Theatre
Company were awarded the contract and our
team worked with the company to create a
package that was engaging, fun and would draw
on the experiences and learning needs of the
staff.
“The training makes you look at things from a
different angle, some you may be aware of, some not.
It challenges your perceptions of how you work and
think.”
“I think the training emphasised the importance of
building good relationships with volunteers.”

Katie: “A few weeks after we went into
lockdown, I was accepted on to a team of 13
library staff from across the country working
on Libraries Connected's #LibrariesFromHome
project. The resources we collected and
produced helped to connect people at what
was, for many, a lonely and isolating time.
Families were able to easily access story times,
rhyme times, Lego clubs and so much more,
keeping children engaged and supporting
early literacy and creative thinking. Following
on from this work, I was sent a letter of
commendation from the Chief Executive of
Libraries Connected for my work on this
project.”

CONTINUING TO SUPPORT OUR
COMMUNITIES DURING LOCKDOWN
Angela: “Working from home has given
me the opportunity to work with a
librarian, local poets and writing groups
to develop and launch Poetry Dumpling –
a bi-monthly online poetry event
showcasing local poets, connecting
people with local writing groups and
providing them with a platform to
perform their work. The first Poetry
Dumpling launched in conjunction with
UNESCO World Poetry Day on March
21st. It was shared on social media
channels and had encouraging audience
figures.”

Nicola: "I also worked on the
frontline emergency response team
phoning people in desperate
situations making sure they had
enough food, medical supplies, and
checking on their welfare, getting
immediate help for people who
would tell me on the phone that
they were at risk of suicide, or
domestic abuse... it’s been a very
tough year. But I’m also proud of
what I’ve been able to achieve for
the service.”

EFFICIENT AND EFFECTIVE
We work smart and deliver efficiently and effectively

Book Drops
Not everyone has access to our online service, and we knew there were people who missed their books.
We utilised our links with the third sector, volunteers and community action groups to safely donate
withdrawn book collections.
We donated over 5000 books to care homes, residential and nursing homes, sheltered housing,
children’s homes, community settings, local organisations, and partners across Kirklees. The books gave
the opportunity for escapism and relaxation, while also supporting children and families who were
home schooling.
This scheme received universally positive feedback from our users:
“ … reading is a great escape particularly for those who are on their own and haven't been able to leave their
homes for 3 months.”
“Thank you so much for the books and delivering them, really appreciated. They’re fantastic and great
quality“
“I’ve been shielding from the start, and then my back went, all I could do was read. I’ve been getting through
10 books a week, it’s the only way I’ve been able to relax.” (Joyce, 65)
“I finished the books I had within a week or two, getting new books has been really helpful. I really enjoy
autobiographies, it has really helped me get through this.” (Sylvia, 70)
“I’m not interested in crafts, but I love reading so I really appreciate books being delivered.” (Joyce, 85)
“I had to go into hospital last week so I took some of the books from box (Aspire wellbeing package) with me
for something to do.” (Anon.)

